
Essential academic vocabulary 6

exchange ideas

become a prodigy

sew a quilt

be  inspired

a discussion panel

expand a 
business

identify with someone

purchase fabric

structure a

business operation

recall a thought

2__________________

3__________________
4__________________

5__________________ 6 __________________

7__________________

9__________________

10 __________________

12 __________________

13 _________________

11 __________________

scraps of food

deviate from the norm

8__________________

perspire during 

a workout
14 __________________

encounter an

 acquaintance

Write 5 sentences using the words or phrases above.

EXAMPLE:  People are more creative  if they can exchange ideas.

1____________________________________________________________
2____________________________________________________________
3____________________________________________________________
4____________________________________________________________
5____________________________________________________________
6 ____________________________________________________________

1__________________



Answers 
1 exchange ideas 
2 encounter an acquaintance 
3 deviate from the norm 
4 expand a business 
5 be inspired 
6 purchase fabric 
7 identify with someone 
8 structure a business operation 
9 perspire during a workout 
10 a discussion panel 
11 become a prodigy 
12 sew a quilt 
13 recall a thought 
14 scraps of food 



Academic vocabulary 6 
 
 

Instructions: Complete these sentences using the words on this list. 
 
 
 

acquaintances deviated encountered exchanged expand fabric identified 
inspired norm perspired prodigy purchased recall scraps structure 

 
1. We  a bear in the woods! 

 

2. I  so much during my run that my shirt was all wet. 
 

3. They tossed  of bread to the ducks. 
 

4. A human cell is a complicated  . 
 

5. Do you  the day we went to the zoo together? 
 

6. The rocket  from its path. 
 

7. They compared prices at different stores before they  their TV. 
 

8. The shirt is made of a very soft  . 
 

9. Mozart had been a  who began composing music at the age of five. 
 

10. She  with him when he lost his job. 
 

11. The captain's bravery  the crew to face the storm without fear. 
 

12. Seven children in an urban family is outside the  . 
 

13. My brother and I  hats. 
 

14. I have a few  here but no real friends yet. 
 

15. The school made a plan to  its playground. 
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Answers 
 
1 encountered 
2 perspired 
3 scraps 
4 structure 
5 recall 
6 deviated 
7 purchased 
8 fabric 
9 prodigy 
10 identified 
11 inspired 
12 norm 
13 exchanged 
14 acquaintances 
15 expand 
 




